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KPC and EQUATE
to inaugurate 4th 
KIACS Conference 
KUWAIT: Kuwait Petroleum Company (KPC) &
Subsidiaries and EQUATE announced yesterday that
they will inaugurate the Kuwait 4th Industrial Automation
and Control Systems (KIACS) Conference 2019, which
will be held at Maha Ballroom- the Regency Hotel, on
December 1st and 2nd, 2019. 

The conference will gather experts in the oil and gas,
technology and other industries to showcase the latest
advancements made in the field of cyber security in
response to evolving threats on industrial control sys-
tems. The conference will be hosted under the Patronage
of Minister of Oil and Minister of Electricity and Water.
KIACS 2019 focuses on the progressive approach in
detecting and eradicating increasingly sophisticated and
complex cyber-attacks against the industry. 

Commenting on the upcoming conference and its
objectives, the head of IT Steering Committee in the K-
Companies and Kuwait National Petroleum Company
Deputy CEO for Projects, Abdulla Fahhad Al-Ajmi, said:
“We reaffirm our commitment to addressing challenges
to our cyber security and the solutions that aim to pro-
tect our industry. At this unique conference, we shall dis-
cuss how to face those threats to the control systems.”

For his part, Vice President for Technical Services at
EQUATE, Nawaf Al-Khaledi, commented: “We are pleased
to contribute to addressing the challenges at every level of
industrial control systems and to share experiences. This
will help develop the necessary governance and compli-
ance measures required to counter these challenges. We
look forward to host speakers from across the globe and
sectors to join efforts in safeguarding the overall sustain-
ability.”  KIACS 2019 Conference is sponsored by the
Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Sciences
(KFAS), Fortinet, Schneider Electric, Oracle, Honeywell,
Thales and Kuwait University. Over 1,800 individuals will be
attending the Conference, including 20 global and local
experts who will be drawing attention to the latest advance-
ments made in the field of cyber security in response to
evolving threats on industrial control systems.

SEOUL: In 2018, South Korea’s SK Innovation beat its
larger, local rival LG Chem to a multibillion dollar deal
to supply German carmaker Volkswagen with electric
vehicle batteries in the United States. With great fan-
fare, SK Innovation (SKI) broke ground in March on a
$1.7 billion factory in Commerce, Georgia, about 200
km from VW’s Chattanooga plant, which will be the
automaker’s electric vehicle hub in the United States.
LG Chem (LGC) had other ideas. 

Stung by missing out on the VW deal to the new kid
on the block and the departure of 77 employees for its
rival across the Han River in Seoul, LGC took SKI to
court in the United States in April accusing it of misap-
propriating trade secrets. Fast forward seven months
and the two firms have hit each other with US lawsuits
for battery patent infringements in a bitter row that
threatens to disrupt the launches of electric vehicles
(EVs) by some of the world’s biggest carmakers. 

US court filings reviewed by Reuters show the feud-
ing firms are trying to stop each other from importing
and selling EV batteries destined for the SUVs VW will
build in Tennessee as well as GM’s Bolt, Ford pickups,
Jaguar’s I-Pace, Audi’s e-tron, and Kia Motor’s Niro. At
stake is the Korean firms’ ability to supply automakers
in the United States with batteries just as the car pro-
ducers are scrambling to lock in supplies with lucrative
contracts ahead of an expected surge in demand,
according to court filings by the two companies and
several industry experts. “Whoever loses the fight
would suffer a fatal blow, unless the two reach a settle-
ment. This will also be a setback for automakers,” said
Cho Jae-phil, a professor at Ulsan National Institute of
Science and Technology who worked previously at
another Korean rival, Samsung SDI.

Ford spokeswoman Jennifer Flake said it was
encouraging LGC and SKI to resolve their conflict
without litigation and that it believed there was suffi-

cient demand for multiple suppliers. “We are aware of
the issue. As a normal course of action, we have busi-
ness continuity plans in place to protect our interests,”
Flake said in an emailed statement to Reuters. GM
spokesman Patrick Morrissey said the company was
aware of the dispute and at this point it did not expect
any impact on the production of its Chevy Bolt electric
vehicle. Kia, Jaguar Land Rover and Volkswagen, which
also owns Audi, declined to comment.

Trade secrets
Volkswagen has said it is worried there won’t be

enough batteries for all the EVs it plans to launch in the
next five years, partly
because producers such as
LGC and China’s CATL don’t
have enough skilled workers
for new plants in Europe to
ramp up output quickly. 

According to Korea’s bat-
tery industry tracker SNE
Research, the market for EV
batteries - the most expensive
and important component in
the vehicles - is set to grow
23% a year to reach $167 bil-
lion by 2025, making it bigger than the global memory
chip market which is expected to be worth $150 billion
by then. In one court filing, LGC said its rival poached
employees working on its own project to supply batter-
ies for VW’s MEB electric vehicle architecture - and
that SKI only won the VW contract because it had mis-
appropriated trade secrets.

SKI has denied stealing trade secrets, saying its staff
signed agreements not to use information from former
workplaces. “We value intellectual property,” a
spokesman for SKI said. If the US International Trade

Commission (ITC) rules in favour of LGC on June 5,
when it is due to make a preliminary ruling, that could
jeopardize SKI’s plans to supply VW in the United
States with batteries from Georgia or a new factory in
Hungary, according to court filings.

In April, LGC asked the ITC to block SKI from
bringing batteries and components into the United
States, as well as manufacturing systems needed for US
production which is scheduled to start in 2022. The SKI
spokesman said there had been no change to its sched-
ule for the factory, which will have the capacity to make
batteries for more than 200,000 EVs a year. He said
SKI had received inquiries about the lawsuits from cus-

tomers, including if they
would have an impact on sup-
plies, without elaborating.

LGC said a final ruling on
the case would be made on
Oct. 5 next year but it asked
the ITC earlier this month to
make a so-called default
judgment against SKI quickly.
According to a memo
obtained by Reuters yester-
day, the Commission’s inves-
tigative staff recommended a

motion in favor of LGC as it is “the most appropriate
sanction for Respondents’ (SKI’s) widespread spolia-
tion of evidence.”

Evidence spoliation is destruction or alteration of
evidence that may be used in a legal proceeding. The
staff also said a two-day hearing may be held “because
of the severity of the allegations of misconduct and the
extraordinary nature of the relief requested by (LGC).”
SKI denied the allegation of evidence spoliation in a
statement on Wednesday, saying it is “sincerely
responding to any investigation by the ITC” and its

statement of position filed with the panel will clear the
“groundless” accusation.

War of words
The patent infringement lawsuits lodged by the

companies in the United States, meanwhile, mean that if
one, or both, lose they probably won’t be able to mar-
ket products using the patents in question in the coun-
try, the companies said in court filings. The two have
taken their feud to South Korean courts as well.

LGC said in a statement it would impossible to
design around its patents while SKI said losing the
patents case could create “substantial setbacks” to its
battery business. SKI and LGC said there had been no
supply disruptions yet. LGC was an early industry force
to be reckoned with, winning a deal in 2008 to supply
batteries for GM’s Volt, the world’s first mass-market,
plug-in hybrid car, and it has since worked with almost
every EV maker including Tesla.

But LGC has been grappling with an exodus of
workers: 1,258 staff jumped ship from 2016 to 2018,
according to its sustainability reports. The company
told Reuters the total number of staff who have joined
SKI since 2016 has risen since it filed its complaint in
April to about 100. The bitterness of the fight is worry-
ing Korean government officials on the grounds it could
damage the firms’ reputations and let rivals win market
share from South Korean companies.

Lawmakers have called on the government to inter-
vene and Industry Minister Sung Yoon-mo said in
October it was watching the dispute closely to see how
and when it could play a role to bring about a “positive
outcome for the country overall”. Beejay Kim, a battery
consultant, said Volkswagen may have to broker a truce
as the dispute could disrupt not only battery suppliers
but also reduce competition between its vendors. “No
one wants them to fight till the end,” he said. —Reuters

SK Innovation and LG Chem locked in US legal battles

Feuding firms risk disrupting 
electric car battery supplies

Mercedes-Benz 
participates in the
GulfRun GP event 
KUWAIT: Al Mulla Automobiles Co, the sole author-
ized distributor of Mercedes-Benz vehicles in Kuwait,
concluded its participation in the “GulfRun GP” event,
which was held at Kuwait Motor Town from 21 to 23
November. Al Mulla Automobiles Co took this oppor-
tunity to showcase the Mercedes-AMG GT 63 four
doors, Mercedes-AMG GT 43 four doors, Mercedes-
AMG E 63S, and the brand new Mercedes-AMG CLA
35 through on-track activities presenting guests and
clients with a safe platform to test-drive the vehicles
on track and as passengers with experienced driving
professionals. 

In addition, Al Mulla Automobiles Co. dedicated a
full day to off-road activities in which it showcased
the off-road capabilities of the Mercedes-Benz G
500 and GLE 450. The three-day event offered a
great opportunity for the company to share with its
fans a thrilling Mercedes-Benz experience at the
“GulfRun GP” event. 

Mercedes-Benz hosted its guests in two garages
within Kuwait Motor Town. Available on location
were sales consultants, product experts, aftersales,
and service teams for any customer inquiries. Al
Mulla Automobiles also had a boutique and acces-
sories corner where customers were presented with a
variety of offerings from the latest Mercedes-Benz
collection 2019.

The garages featured a selection of vehicle displays
including the brand new CLA 35 Coupe and Mercedes-
AMG A 35 Sedan, which were presented to our cus-
tomers for the first time, and the Mercedes-AMG GT 43
four door Coupe. Michael Ruehle, Divisional General
Manager, at Al Mulla Automobiles Company stated: “We
were delighted to participate in the “GulfRun GP” Event
in its first edition held in Kuwait Motor Town, the event
was a great success and the turnout was impressive. 

We were happy to engage with our Mercedes-Benz
customers and fans and present them with an opportu-
nity to take part in on-track and off-road activities to
see the full capabilities of Mercedes-Benz vehicles.

The feedback we received has been great. On behalf of
Al Mulla Automobiles Co, I would like to thank the
organizers and our guests for making it such a success
and we look forward to participating in future editions.” 

GulfRun GP event in Kuwait Motor Town included a
variety of activities for motorsports enthusiasts and
participants, including an intense qualifying and finale
shootout across four categories with more than 100
participating racers. The GulfRun event was held for the
first time in Kuwait Motor Town and presented a wide
range of engagement activities for its guests. 

“GulfRun” was established in 2005 by a group of
young Kuwaitis who have a passion for the automotive
world.  It has since been transformed into a full season
of activities related to motor sports, including 24-hour
World Series Karting Race, and the region’s largest
Time Attack event in both Kuwait and Bahrain. For
more information and queries related to Mercedes-
Benz Kuwait passenger cars and vehicles, please con-
tact our customer service on 1-887-888, follow us on
Instagram @mercedesbenzkuwait or visit our website
at www.kuwait.mercedesbenzme.com. 

Ford 
encouraging the

companies to 
bury the hatchet

KUWAIT: As part of the European Union cam-
paign entitled (Organic European Juices) to pro-
mote Europe produce of organic fruit juices in
GCC markets, an information event took place yes-
terday at Marina Hotel- Kuwait, in the presence of
European juices’ producers, importers from Kuwait
and media representatives. 

During the event, comprehensive briefs about
organic European fruit juices (cherry, apple and
pomegranate juices) were given elaborating on
the quality of produce, packaging and transporta-
tion up to high-end standards.  Each product has
been highlighted by one partner: Organic pome-
granate juice has been elaborated by ASOP a
producer’s organization whereas Organic cherry

juice brief was given by  BNHU a non-profit trade
organization, as well as  organic apple juice by
BIOROMANIA, an association of entities (organi-
zation, producers) that are activated in the organ-
ic farming sector.

Representatives of the program operators Vlad
Ciocianou representative of Bioromania and
Mariana Miltenova representative of Bulgarian
National Horticultural Union travelled to Kuwait.
The event consisted as an informative platform
about the European Juices with in-depth insight on
the production process of fruits, juices production,
preserved and transported.

Following the presentations’ session, b2b meet-
ings were organized between the exporters and

potential Kuwaiti importers who have appreciated
the quality of the juices and discussed with the
European delegation potential cooperation’s
opportunities. The event agenda was concluded by
juices tasting sessions followed by lunch.

It’s noteworthy that both actions were imple-
mented, through the EU campaign “European
Organic Juices” which aims at creating the aware-
ness about quality European agri-food products
in GCC markets; particular interest was shown by
representatives of the Kuwait trade world for the
excellent organic juices from Europe, while
appreciating both tastes and quality that match
perfectly with the public, making Kuwait a new
potential market! 

‘Organic European Juices’ in Kuwait

KUWAIT: National Bank of Kuwait (NBK)
issued $750 million  RegS/144A Perpetual
Non-Call 6-Year Tier 1 capital securities,
offering 4.5% coupon rate; the lowest for GCC
Tier 1 issuance amongst both conventional and
Sharia-compliant issuances. The Tier 1 capital
securities were more than 3-times oversub-
scribed with a peak order book of $2.3 billion. 

The proceeds of the issuance will boost
the Banks’ capital base (additional Tier 1) in
compliance with the Basel III regulatory
framework and Central Bank of Kuwait regu-
lations.  The issuance was well received by
fixed-income investors and financial institu-
tions around the world, reflecting NBK’s
well-established reputation and solid
Investors’ confidence 

The transaction achieved a globally diverse
order book lead by US investors at 33%, fol-
lowed by UK investors at 27%, Asian-Pacific
investors accounted for 20%, while European
and MENA investors each made up 10% of
the final order book. The Additional Tier 1
Capital securities issuance, which is the largest
in the GCC compared to similar issuances,

attracted strong participation from global
investors reaching 90%.

The issuance received a ‘Baa3’ rating from
Moody’s, underscoring the bank’s outstand-
ing credit ratings. NBK Capital, Citi, JP
Morgan and Standard Chartered acted as
Global Coordinators and Joint Lead
Managers, while HSBC and UBS acted as
Joint Lead Managers on the transaction.
NBK continues to collectively enjoy the high-
est credit ratings from the top three interna-
tional rating agencies; Moody’s, Fitch Ratings
and Standard and Poor’s. 

The Bank’s ratings are supported by its
high capitalization, prudent lending policies,
and its disciplined approach to risk manage-
ment, in addition to its highly recognized and
very stable management team. The NBK has
an extensive local and global presence. It has
boosted its foothold in a number of interna-
tional hubs in London, Paris, Geneva, New
York, Singapore, and China (Shanghai), in
addition to a number of MENA countries
including Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq, Egypt,
Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, UAE and Turkey. 

NBK issues $750 million 
RegS/144A Perpetual Non-Call 
6-year Tier 1 capital securities


